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The invention relates to heat exchangers of the 
type wherein a group of thin metal plates are 
assembled in face to face spaced arrangement 
de?ning thin passages therebetweenfor the sepa 
rated ?ow of two ?uids in heat exchange relation, 
the supporting structure for the plates being 
adapted for the ready separation of the plates to 
permit cleaning of the surfaces contacted by the 
?uids. 1 . 

An object of the invention is to provide an im 
proved construction in a plate heat exchanger 
in which the novel form and arrangement of the 
plates ‘contribute a considerable betterment in 
heat exchange efficiency and a reduction in costv 
of maintenance. . 
The invention employs two series of sheet metal 

plates arranged in alternate face to face relation. 
The plates of one series have'plane surfaces .on 
both sides and are without gaskets or other at 
tachments. These plates function only as heat 
exchange plates between the'?owing streamsof 
the two ?uids of different temperatures. The 
plates of the other series are positioned alter 
natelyrbetween'the plates of the ?rst series and 
serve in part as carrier for the marginal and port 
enclosing gaskets. de?ning the ?ow areas be 
tween the heat exchange plates. That portion 
within the marginal gasket of each plate of the 
second‘series lies within the stream of fluid flow 
ing between the two adjacent heat exchange 
plates and does not function as a heat exchange 
plate. The inner portions of thesecond series of 
plates areformed with offset corrugations alter 
nately extending frontwardly and rearwardly of 
the marginal planes of the plates, the corruga 
tions serving as spacers between the adjacent heat 
exchange plates. ' r- . 

The inclinedsides of the offset corrugationsare 
provided a with multiple perforations through 
which the ?owing stream of ?uid may pass back 
and forth from one side to the other of the spacer 
plate. The corrugations arepreferably inclined 
to the longitudinal axis» of the plate, and effect 
the spreading of the'str'eam'of liquid across the 
flow area between the marginal gasketsQ-‘I‘he 
?ow-channels de?nedv by ‘the. corrugations, and 
the ' perforations I connecting opposite adjacent 
channels'together effect a maximum-‘of inter 
mixing and turbulence in the ?uid stream with a 
minimum of ‘pressure drop due to ?ow resistance. 
Such turbulence of ?ow materially increases the 
e?iciency of the transfer of heat between the 
?uids'of different temperatures ?owing along op 
posite surfaces of. the respective heat exchange 
plates. . ' 
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2 
A further advantage resides in the fact that the 

corrugated spacer plates are not subject to tem 
perature diiferences on opposite sides of the 
plates and therefore there is no tendency for the 
precipitation and “baking on” to the plates of 
solids carried by the ?uids ?owing over them. 
Such precipitation is difficult to remove from the 
depressions formed by the corrugations. In con 
trast, the heat exchange plates, upon which such 
precipitation may occur, have ?at smooth sur 
faces throughout which greatly facilitate the 
scrubbing andremoval of such “baked on” pre 
cipitation deposits. 
Other objects and advantages will be apparent 

in the following description of a preferred em 
bodiment of the invention adapted to the treat 
ment of edible liquids and illustrated in the ac 
companying drawings. Referring to the draw 
mgs: 

Fig. 1 represents a front view of one of the heat 
exchange plates. 

Fig. 2 is a front view of one of the gasket carry 
ing spacer plates with the preferred arrangement 
of corrugations and perforations. 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged cross sectional view of a 
portion of an assembly of one of the spacer plates 
between two of the heat exchange plates taken 
on the plane of the lines 3-3 in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged cross sectional view of a 
corner portion of a spacer plate showing the struc 
ture adjacent an open port and taken on the 
line 4-4 in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged cross sectional View of a' 
corner portion of a spacer plate showing the struc 
ture'adjacent a gasketed port and taken on the 
plane of the line 5—-5 in Fig. 2. 

Fig. -6 is an enlarged cross sectional view of a 
marginal portion of a spacer plate and gasket 
taken on the plane of the line 6—6 in Fig. 2. 

Figs. 7, 8 and 9 respectively represent partial 
front views of spacer plates showing modi?cations 
of the arrangement of the corrugations and per 
forations. 

Fig. 10 is a somewhat diagrammatic view of an 
assembly of plates and supporting headers shown 
in separated relation and indicating the lines of. 
?ow of the liquids. 
In fabrication, the heat exchange plates and 

the spacer plates preferably are blanked from ?at 
sheet metal in identical form. A heat exchange 
plate, indicated by the numeral l in Fig. 1, com 
prises the blanked plate formed with outwardly 
constricted endward openings 2 and 3 by which 
the plate is supported. Port openings 4, 5, 6 and 
‘l are selectively provided in the plate as required 
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by the selected arrangement of liquid flow pas 
sages in a heat exchanger of speci?ed capacity. 
A gasket carrying spacer plate, indicated at 8 

in Fig. 2, is of identical marginal form with the 
heat exchange plate I, including endward sup 
port openings 9 and I8. Corner port openings 
II, I2, I3 and I4 are provided in every spacer 
plate and are positioned for registry with such 
of the port openings 4, 5, 6 and 'I as are provided 
in the adjacent heat exchange plates in an as 
sembled heat exchanger. 
The spacer plate 8 is provided with marginal 

gaskets I5 secured on both sides of the plate 8 
in back-to-back registry with each other. The 
outer lateral portions of the gaskets I5 prefer. 
ably are joined outwardly of the edges of plate 
8 as shown in Fig. 6. The gaskets I5 form a 
continuous enclosure of the inner surface area 
of each side of the plate including the diagonally 
opposite ports I2 and I4, but excluding the ports 
II and I3. The ports II and I3 are enclosed re 
spectively by supplemental gaskets I5 and I‘! 
on both sides of the plate and preferably joined 
inwardly of the metal edges of the port openings 
as shown in Fig. 5. The gaskets are secured to 
the plates without grooves in the latter. 
Extending inwardly from the port opening I2 

are three like radial corrugations I8 formed in 
the plate 8 and ending in perforations I9. As 
shown in cross section in Fig. 4, the corrugations 
I8 extend both sides of the normal plane of the 
plate 8 and serve as spacer supports for the ad 
jacent surface of the heat exchanger plates 
when assembled therewith. The corrugations I8 
and their terminal perforations I9 also facilitate 
equal distribution of liquid flow from the port I2 
along both sides of the plate 8.‘ Identical corru 
gations and perforations formed about the port 
are given like reference numerals. 
A series of angularly disposed offset parallel 

corrugations are formed in the area of the plate 
8 enclosed by the gasket I5 and ‘between the 
ends of the radial corrugations I8 extending 
from the ports I2 and I4. As appearing in Fig. 
2, the angular corrugations comprise alternate 
rib portions 20 formed in the sheet metal and 
extending rearwardly of the normal plane of the 
plate 8, and interposed alternate rib portions 2| 
extending frontwardly of the normal plane of 
the plate 8. Intermediate portions 22 of the 
plate 8 join the spaced parallel rib portions 25 
and 2| and present substantially ?at alternately 
inclined surfaces forming wide shallow ?ow 
channels 23 (Fig. 3) on both sides of the plate 
8. Multiple spaced perforations 24 are provided , 
in each of the intermediate portions 22, the perfo 
rations 24 preferably being arranged in cross 
alinement in angular relation to the rib‘ portions 
20 and 2|. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the positional relation of the 
spacer plate corrugations to the adjacent heat 
exchange plates. The ribs 20 and 2| contact 
the heat exchange plates when the assembled 
plates are pressed together in operating position, 
thereby supporting the heat exchanges plates 
against diaphragmatic movement by the pressure 
of the ?owing liquids. The linear contacts of 
the ribs with the heat exchange plates also con 
?ne the streams of liquid ?owing in the shallow 
channels 23. The perforations 24 permit the 
passage of liquid from front to back and reverse 
across the successive channels 23. 
Referring to Fig. 2, and considering the port 

opening I2 as opposite the port of entry 5 for 
the liquid, the flowing liquid passes on both sides 
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4 
of the corner portion of the plate 8 within the 
gasket I5 and traversed by the radial corruga 
tions IS, the rearward ?ow emerging through 
the perforations I9 to the front side of the ?rst 
rearwardly extending rib portion 29. The liquid 
flows over the latter and through the ?rst row 
of perforations 24 into the ?rst channel 23 rear- 
ward of the ?rst frontwardly'extending rib por 
tion 2I. Thence the liquid flows through the 
second row of perforations 24 into the second 
channel 23 frontward of the second rearwardly 
extending rib portion 29. The liquid flow thus 
continues progressively downward and to the 
right through the successive alined perforations 
24 to the right hand side portion of the gasket 
I5 where the ?ow is diverted downwardly to the 
left linearly through the channels 23. 
Except for the end portions of the plate ad 

jacent the port openings, the several cross alined 
series of perforations 24 are arranged so that 
for each series ending at the right hand side of 
the plate in one of the channels 23, another 
alined series of perforations begins at the left 
hand side of the plate in the opposite end of 
the same channel. Thus the liquid ?ow which 
is diverted from the right side of the plate line 
arly through a channel 23 ?nds a compensating 
outlet at the other end of the channel. Slight 
?ow clearance between the ends of the ribs‘2Il 
and 2I and the gasket I5 avoids any dead pockets 
at the ends of the channels 23. The ?owing 
liquid passes over the exit corner portion of the. 
plate 8 and out through the port ‘I opposite the 
port I4. .' - . 

The spacer plates 8, in assembly with the heat 
exchange plates I, provide ?ow conditions which 
produce highly e?icient heat transfer between 
the liquids ?owing in heat interchange relation. 
The shallow channels 23 provide thin wide pas 
sages along the surfaces of the heat exchange 
plates through which the liquid ?ows at high 
velocity under pressure normal to heat ex 
hangers of this type. The linear flow of liquid 
through the channels is subjected to multiple 
interjections of higher velocity cross streams 
flowing through the series of perforations 24 with 
the effect of producing high turbulence in the 
?owing liquid throughout the ?ow area ofthe 
plates. The channels are formed on both sides 
of the plate 8 in overlapping relation, thus doue 
bling the channel ?ow capacity over that of one 
side of an imperforate plate. The series of mul 
tiple perforations establish cross ?ow between the 
channels on opposite sides, of the plate and pro-v 
vide for full utilization of the-flow capacity of 
the space between the adjacent two heat ex-. 
change plates without any laminar channeling 
or short circuiting. The resultant turbulence of 
?ow throughout the flow area of the plates gives 
a. high factor of heat exchange. . 
A modi?cation of the spacer plate 8 is shown 

in Fig. 7 which is similar in, all respects to the 
preferred structure shown in Figs. 2 to 6 inclusive 
except as to the arrangement of the perforations 

, and the resultant flow characteristics. As shown 
in Fig. 7, the perforations comprise, elongated 
openings or slots 25 positioned at the alternate 
ends of the successive intermediate portions 22, 
of the channel forming corrugations. ‘In, this 
arrangement, the liquid entering through the 
port I2 ?ows through the uppermost slot 25 into 
the rearward channel underlying the ?rst for! 
wardly extending rib portion 2I, and thence 
downwardly to the lower end of that channel 
and through the second slot 25 into the front“; 
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ward channel overlying, the second rearwardly 
extending rib portion 20. The liquid then?ows 
upwardly through the latter channel to the third 
slot 25 and therethrough to the next rearward ' 
channel. The liquid thus passes back and forth 
across the plate progressively through the suc 
cessive channels on both sides of the plate to the 
exit port. This modi?cation provides a maxi 
mum of linear flow in the passage of the liquid 
from the entry port to the exit port. i 

- Another modi?cation. of the spacer plate 8 is 
shown in Fig. 8 which is similar to the modifica 
tion shown in Fig. '7 except that the slots 25 as 
arranged in Fig. 8 produce a reversal of linear 
?ow direction in‘successive pairs of ‘channels, 
one frontward channel and one rearward chan 
nel, instead of reversing the flow ,, direction in 
successive single channels -;as shown in Fig. ‘I. 
The arrangement“ shown in Fig. 8 increases the 
liquid ?ow capacity at like‘ pressure over that 
shown in Fig. 7. ‘ . v 

A further modi?cation of the spacer plate 8 is 
shown in Fig. 9. In this arrangement a slot 25 
is provided in the first intermediate portion 22, 
whereby the ?ow of liquid from the inlet port I2 
is divided and directed over both the front‘and 
the. rear surfaces of the plate 8. The frontwardly 
extending rib portions 26 terminate at alternate 
ends substantially spaced from the gasket l5, 
thereby providing ?at interconnecting ?ow pas 
sages between the successive frontward channels 
at alternate sides of the plate 8 and causing the 
liquid to ?ow right and left through the succes 
sive channels over the front surface of the plate 
8. Likewise, the rearwardly extending rib por 
tions 21 terminate at alternate ends substan 
tially spaced from the gasket l5, and provide the 
same right and left flow passage through the suc 
cessive rearward chanenls over the rear surface 
of the plate 9. The two surface streams are 
again merged through a similarly positioned slot 
25 (not shown) at the outlet port end of the 
plate 8. 
In illustration of the operating arrangement 

of the heat exchange plates and the spacer plates 
assembled in a heat exchanger, Fig. 10 shows in 
somewhat diagrammatic representation the es 
sential elements in a simple heater or cooler 
adapted to the treatment of milk or other edible 
liquid with hot or cold water as the heating or 
cooling medium. The plates are shown separated 
in order to indicate the interrelation of the plate 
surfaces and the flow paths of the two liquids 
passing thereover in heat interchange relation, 
it being understood that in actual operation the . 
plates are closely assembled under pressure be 
tween two terminal headers. 
As shown in Fig. 10, a ?at faced terminal 

header 28 is provided with liquid flow openings 
29 and 30 respectively adapted for outward con 
nection with a milk supply pipe and a water dis 
charge pipe (not shown). An opposite ?at faced 
terminal header 3! is similarly provided with 
liquid flow openings 32 and 33 likewise respec 
tively adapted for outward connection with a 
milk discharge pipe and a water supply pipe (not 
shown). The spacer plates 8 and the heat ex 
change plates I are alternately positioned in face 
to face relation between the two headers 28 and 
3| with their corner ports severally in alinement, 
and with the bottom corner ports in alinement 
with the header liquid openings 29, 30, 32, and 33. 
The similar spacer plates 8 are alternately re 

versed in their front and rear surface relation 
to the adjacent heat exchange plates 1, thus 
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crossing the rib portions of the spacer plate core 
rugations in contact with opposite sides of each 
heat exchange plate. The alternate reversal of 
the spacer plates 8 also reverses the lateral po 
sition of the gasket enclosed ports H and I3 (in 
dicated in Fig. 2), thus providing for the alter 
nating through flow of the respective streams of 
milk and water for the separated passage of the 
two liquids over opposite surfaces of the heat 
exchange plates I. The port openings 4, 5, 6 and 
1 (indicated in Fig. 1), are selectively provided, 
or omitted, in the several heat exchange plates 
l, in such arrangement with the registering ports 
in the spacer plates 8 as to direct the streams 
of milk and water upwardly, across and down 
wardly through their respective alternate pas 
sages between the several heat exchange plates. 
The several ?ow passages between the heat 

exchange plates‘ (endwardly including the termi 
nal headers) are indicated in Fig. 10 by the 
letters A to E inclusive. The flow path of the 
milk through the passages and through the plate 
port openings is diagrammatically indicated by 
continuous lines with arrows indicating direction 
of flow. The ?ow path of the water is similarly 
indicated by broken lines. The milk stream 
enters through the opening 29 in the header 28, 
crosses passage A through the gasketed lower port 
in the spacer plate in passage A and through the 
registering port in the ?rst heat exchange plate 
toward the lower port opening in the spacer 
plate in passage B, thence ?owing upward 
through passage B, across passage C, downward 
through passage D, and across passage E to the 
milk discharge opening 32 in the header 3|. The 
counter flow water stream enters through the 
opening 33 in header 3! and is divided, one por 
tion ?owing upward through passage E and 
across passage D into passage 0 while another 
portion crosses passages E and D and enters the 
lower end of passage C, thence ?owing upwardly 
through passage C and merging with the ?rst 
portion, the merged water stream then crossing 
passage B and flowing downward through pas 
sage A to the water discharge opening 30 in the 
header 28. The respective streams of milk and 
water ?owing through the indicated passages in 
alternate sequence are in substantially constant 
heat interchange relation through the heat ex 
change plates which separate the streams. The 
marginal gaskets carried by the spacer plates, 
when compressed between the ?at surfaces of the 
‘heat exchange plates, de?ne the flow areas in the 
several passages from the open entry ports to the 
open exit ports. The corner gaskets enclosing the 
cross ?ow ports effect a seal against intermixing 
of the liquids. 
The heat exchange and spaced plates of the 

present invention are adapted for assembly in a 
heat exchanger comprising any of the conven 
tional combinations of heating, cooling and 
regenerating sections, by the use of intermediate 
headers between sections in accordance with well 
known practice. 

I claim as my invention: 
In a plate heat exchanger, a series of sheet 

metal heat exchange plates having plane surfaces 
an arranged in parallel face to face spaced rela 
tion forming a series of ?uid flow passages be 
tween the surfaces of adjacent plates, each of 
said heat exchange plates having port openings 
for the in?ow and out?ow of ?uid to and from 
said flow passages, the port openings to alternate 
?ow passages being serially interconnected to 
provide for the separated ?ow through said pas 
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sages or two streams of fluid in heat interchange 
relation by ‘conduction through said heat ex 
change plates, and a series of sheet metal spacer 
plates having like dimensions with said heat 
exchange plates and ‘interposed therebetween 
within said ?ow passages, ‘the marginal portions 
of said spacer plates having plane surfaces spaced 
equally from the surfaces of the adjacent heat 
exchange plates and having port openings in reg 
iste'r ‘with the port openings in the adjacent heat 
exchange plates, each of said vspacer plates hav 
ihg a series of parallel spaced corrugations 
formed in its central portion inwardly of its plane 
marginal portion and arranged transversely‘ of 
the ?ow passage between said inflow and outflow 
port openings, said corrugations being 'o?’s'et 
alternately into opposite contact withfth'e sure 
faces of the adjacent heat exchange plates and 
thereby de?ning a succession of oppositely over 
lapping shallow ?ow ‘channels underlying said 
corrugations along the surfaces of the adjacent 
heat exchange plates, each of the intermediate 
portions of the spacer plate between said corru 
gations having a plurality of spaced perforations 
successively interconnecting said now channels 
whereby a ?uid ?owing through said flow passage 
is subjected to a tortuous course repeatedly 
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changing from one surface to the other ‘of said 
spacer plate ‘in alternating contact with the 
adjacent heat exchange plates, each of Said 
spacer plates having a continuous gasket secured 
on each side of its plane marginal portion, said 
gaskets normally having sealing contact With 
the adjacent heat exchange plates and defining 
the lateral boundary or said f?ow passage and 
communicating port ‘openings, ‘said spacer plates 
having other gaskets sealing the cross connecting 
ports between adjacent alternateiiowpassages 

ALDEN H. WAKEMAN. 
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